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1)   You are beginning to peek into the 7LM Approach. List the first 
three Core-Life Muscles.   

2)   We learned that someone with strong Core-Life Muscles are 
prepared for the storms of life. Can you think of someone in your 
life that has modeled a strong core and how that shaped their 
decisions?    

Seven Life-Muscle Approach 
Action Worksheet 

 

                                   Step 3 
           A Journey Up Toward a 7LM Life! 
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3)   The Core-Life Muscles are often built and strengthened behind 
the scenes and built over years. List some of the ways that it may 
be tempting to bypass the Core-Life Muscles to get to the 
Practical-Life Muscles. 

  

 

4)   Once we have a good foundation for growth on the Core-Life 
Muscles, we can begin to look toward building the Practical-Life 
Muscles. List them below: 

 

5)   The world also values the Practical-Life Muscles but holds the 
value of each muscle in a different order. Often the Leisure Muscle 
becomes the greatest aim in life. If one follows Jesus, what are 
some things that we can aim for besides just leisure? 
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You’re really building now!  With a Seven-Life Muscles Approach, you 

will be better equipped to succeed in the Journey of Real Life! As you 

model that to your loved ones, they will witness authentic living full of 

peace, joy, contentment and purpose even on your hardest day!  The 

best is yet to come! 

 

7)   We are beginning to have a big view picture of the 7LM life. In 
light of this, look back at your original core values that you listed on 
Step One.  Do these core values still line up with a 7LM Approach? 

          

 

6)   With our Practical-Life Muscles being formed by our Core-Life 
Muscles and directed by our Life-Purpose Muscle, how does that 
change our approach to life? 

 


